Welcome to the Dog Centre TEAMCANIN, Uwe Friedrich, Löffingen in
the Black Forest!

We offer dog training seminars and individual training for you and your dog.
A harmonious, balanced partnership between man and dog is the main concern of all our training
and coaching activities. Uwe Friedrich's TEAMCANIN Dog Centre is beautifully situated
in Löffingen / Black Forest.
The dog is a pack animal and needs a pack leader. TEAMCANIN / Uwe Friedrich provides a variety
of seminars and adapts to the human-dog team-training strategy.
TEAMCANIN / Uwe Friedrich offers training in one - and/or several days of coaching seminars. Years of
experience have shown that participants and their dogs achieve their training goals more effectively if they
are coached over a longer period of time, and not in one hour of training.
The seminars offer a wide range of everyday training and relate to sophisticated workload models.
Every dog has his very own personality - just like his owner. Therefore, our workshop groups are limited to
a max. of 7 people, along with their dogs. This allows us to respond to each team individually and helps
us find the right solution for each participant along with their own personal training concept.
Furthermore, we also offer follow-up seminars - even in private tuition.
All people and dogs are individuals. The dog and his owner each have their very
own personality. Uwe Friedrich has the ability to empathize these individual personalities and works with
you to make your own personal training concept. The aim is to make man and dog
a dream team, bringing joy to the both of you.
Uwe Friedrich's love and enthusiasm for dogs has accompanied him all his life. His first real challenge
came with his first dog Flori, a deaf German shepherd. Because of Flori's deafness, Uwe Friedrich
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realised how important body language is when communicating with dogs. Vicky, a three-year-old
German shepherd bitch, had five different owners and came from an animal shelter. She was trained in a
year to became his service dog at the police. Even the "little man", his Belgian Malinois dog, later
became a service dog in the city, offering him a real "job". Uwe Friedrich worked at the Stuttgart Police
Department for many years, but soon realised that he would not find his personal fulfillment.
Since he was seventeen, Uwe Friedrich has been giving people advice and assistance in dog training. In
1999, he finally acknowledged his service with the police in Stuttgart and founded his very own dog
school. In 2008, after a long search, he found the ideal training ground for his dogs, in Löffingen in the
Black Forest. The TEAMCANIN dog centre is in "Tanneneck", where dog owners can
receive various training and educational opportunities for themselves and their dogs and even enjoy a
relaxing holiday with your dog.
Uwe Friedrich's personal passion is training dogs to work with their nose. He has even
trained family dogs, among others to support the diagnosis of lung cancer, for lung cancer screening in
collaboration with specialists and hospitals. Furthermore, he has extensive experience in the training of
mold spores, explosives and drug detection dogs. His main concern is the team concept of man and
dog teams, and helps find a harmonious, balanced partnership between man and dog.
His diverse, individual and professional training for people with dogs is the focal point of the everydayrelated training. Seminar topics such as "Help! My dog chases/hunts","Golf companion
dog", the" Family protector” and" Help! My dog eats everything!" were already documented on "Cat
Dog Mouse "on Vox-TV. One of the highlights on "Dog Cat Mouse" was at the end of 2009, where a 10part series was broadcasted on the successful training of a stray becoming a drug sniffer dog. Other
unusual training topics by Uwe Friedrich include the successful education of four family dogs to diagnose
lung cancer.

We look forward to meet you and your dog!
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